The fourth paper, entitled "Flexible dual-connectivity spec-49 trum aggregation for decoupled uplink and downlink access 50 in 5G heterogeneous systems," proposes and investigates the 51 concept of flexible cell association in dual-connectivity sce-52 narios, where users are able to aggregate resources from more 53 than one serving cell. In this setup, the preferred association 54 policies for the uplink may differ from those for the downlink, 55 thereby allowing for a truly decoupled access. The beneficial 56 dual-connectivity association regions of decoupled access are 57 derived with the aid of stochastic geometry and the resultant 58 performance is evaluated in terms of the attainable capacity 59 gains over the conventional access policies relying on the 60 downlink received power.
posed by new applications, such as machine-to-machine com-27 munications and the Internet of Things. Furthermore, it brings 28 together two the major regulatory approaches, such as those by 29 the UK's Ofcom and that of the European Commission, which 30 currently represent influential efforts in terms of providing 31 spectrum assignment authorities with robust spectrum sharing 32 frameworks. The authors also discuss a number of compelling 33 policy definition tools likely to be implemented.
34
The third paper advocates "Digitally controlled analog 35 wideband interference cancellation for in-device spectrum 36 sharing and aggregation" and presents a feasibility analysis 37 of analog wideband self-interference cancellation relying on 38 their digitally controlled analog adaptive filter. The authors 39 analyze the key issues and concerns in analog interference 40 cancellation and propose novel solutions for cancelling the 41 self-interference with the aid of a low-complexity single-tap 42 cancellation circuit. The results suggest that the proposed self-43 interference cancellation approach facilitates the simultaneous 44 operation of both licensed and unlicensed technologies in 45 the adjacent spectrum within a single device. This facilitates 46 graceful spectrum sharing and bandwidth aggregation between 47 licensed and unlicensed technologies.
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61
The fifth paper, namely "Secondary user access con-62 trol (SUAC) in cognitive radio networks" investigates the 63 issues of secondary user access control in the context 64 of protecting spectrum sharing/aggregation against unautho-65 rized secondary users (UA-SUs). Rather unconventionally, 66 a jamming signal is injected in order to degrade the spectrum 67 sensing performance of the unauthorized secondary users, 68 0733-8716 © 2016 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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while reliable spectrum sensing is ensured for the autho- 
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The eleventh paper reports on advances in "Convolutive 133 superposition for multicarrier cognitive radio systems" and 134 presents a spectrum-sharing scheme conceived for multi-135 carrier cognitive radio networks, where the secondary user 136 convolves its block-precoded symbols with the received pri-137 mary user signal in the time-domain, which justifies the 138 terminology of convolutive superposition. An information-139 theoretic analysis of the proposed scheme is developed, which 140 considers different amounts of channel state information at the 141 secondary transmitter, as well as different precoding strategies 142 conceived for the secondary user.
143
The twelfth paper is entitled "Design and performance 144 analysis of a fairness-based license-assisted access and 145 resource scheduling scheme", which proposes a fairness-146 based licensed-assisted access and resource scheduling scheme 147 for guaranteeing a channel access teechniques capable of 148 maintaining fairness between long term evolution-advanced 149 and WiFi systems in the unlicensed band. The optimal con-150 tention window size of the proposed scheme is determined 151 for various density ratios between the LTE and WiFi users. 152 A novel resource scheduling approach based linear program-153 ming technique is put forward by maximizing the utility func-154 tion for the sake of improving the both the user experience and 155 the spectral efficiency. The theoretical proofs and simulation 156 results verify the efficiency of the proposed scheme in terms of 157 the achievable throughput, spectral efficiency, delay and packet 158 loss ratio.
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The thirteenth paper offers a treatise on the subject of 160 "A space-time analysis of and proposes a new framework for analyzing the network 162 performance of several inter-working strategies in the context 163 of the LTE and the Wi-Fi standards. The proposed framework 164 considers both the LTE system and the family of Wi-Fi 165 systems in the context of both downlink and uplink trans-166 missions. Both the time-and the spatial-domain interference 167 effects are considered. Moroever, the authors analyze the 168 performance of an architecture, where Wi-Fi coexists with 169 an ideal duplex carrier-sence multiple access system, with 170 the uplink being supported by the LTE and downlink by the 171 Wi-Fi system.
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The fourteenth paper, "Users first: Service-oriented spec-173 trum auction with a two-tier framework support", develops 174 a service-oriented spectrum auction scheme relying on a 175 two-tier architecture in order to support the end-users with the 176 benefits of the spectrum market without joining the auction 177 themselves in order to conserve their limited battery power 178 and to take into account their limited computational and 179 communications capability. In Tier I, this paper introduces 180 several secondary service providers in order to support the end-181 users with the aid of compelling services by using purchased 182 licensed bands. In Tier II, this paper proposes a pair of social 183 welfare maximization auction mechanisms.
The fifteenth paper has the eloquent title of "M 3 -STEP: 
